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BEAM TRANSFER FROM THE AGS TO ISABELLE
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Introduction -and Summary

The ISABELLE design current Is built up by repe-
titive transfer of charge fron Che AGS.^To do this,
a momentum stacking method similar to the one used at
the ISR hus been chosen. The ACS bean bunches are I
synchronously transferred from the AGS into valtlng rf
buckets on che injection orbit at the ISA, and then
slowly accelerated into the previously established de-
bunched beam stack. This process is repeated until
all the available tnomencua aperture in the ISA is
filled up, whereupon the beam stack is rebunched and
accelerated to the desired operating energy. __
——-—

ISABELLE is located to the north of the ACS in
sue a way that an existing beam extraction system and
pace of .n existing experimental beam transport tunnel
can be used. The AGS extraction system is being re-
designed to assure precise fast extraction of the re-
quired number of AGS bunches. The extracted beam is
directed toward one of the ISA straight sections
("6 o'clock") and then bent toward the outer arcs of
the two ISABELLE rings (see Fig. 1). The ISA injec-
tion system deposits the beam on the proper orbit in
the ISA vacuum chamber. In the following, each of
these three s/stems '5 described in turn. The syn-
chronization of the nGS and the ISA and the accuracy
requirements tor the beam transfer process are dis-
cussed in the last section. 2-1078-79
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the AGS-ISA beam transfer
geometry.

The injection line described here supereedes the
earlier design published in the new 197S ISASELLE
Proposal.1

ACS and ISA Parameters

The AGS rf system operaces at the 12th harmonic
of the revolution frequency and it will be synchron-
ized with the ISA stacking rf system which will ac-
cent bunches from the AGS at the same frequency. The
circumference of the ISA ring Is 4.75 times that of
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the AGS, thus the stacking system has harmonic number
h • 57. It is proposed to extract 11 ACS bunches at
a time (the 12th being knocked out prior to AGS accel-
eration) five times in succession to fill 55 of the 57
waiting ISA buckets. These 55 bunches are accelerated
toward the momentum 3tack. This process requires sev-
eral hundred AGS pulses to achieve che design current
of 8 A (6 x 101 protons) in each ring.

The parameters of the AGS, when used as an ISA
injector, are summarized in Table I. It is thought
that the high beam brightness in transverse phase space
is best obtained by running the AGS at relatively low
intensity.

Table 1. AGS Parameters

Energy
Intensity/Pulse
Momentum Spread
Vertical Emlttance
Horizontal Emittance
Longitudinal Emittance

29.4 GeV
2.7 x J.012

:0.5s 10-3
0.5iT x 10"° rad-m
0.5ff x 10"6 rad-m
1.06 eV sec/bunch

rigure 2 summarizes the utilization of the ISA
aperture (88 ma) at a point in the lattice where che
momentum dispersion is at a maximum. The width of the
full beam stack corresponds to a momentum spread of IX
full width.
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Fig. 2. Aperture utilization at the injection kicker.

Extraction From the AGS

The configuration of the proposed new AGS extrac-
tion system is outlined in Fig. 3. Before extraction
a local 3/2 wavelength orbit deformation will bring the
circulating proton beam into the aperture of a C-type
fast kicker magnet (KM) located at straight section
H5. The same bump will also align the beam as close as
possible to the ejector septum (EM) located at H10. At
extraction the kicker magnet will be powered to kick
the bean into the aperture of the EM, which in turn de-
flects the beam out of the AGS. At the straight sec-
tion H13 the separation of the external beam and the
circulating beam is about 43 co and the AGS magnet
fringe field is negligible. Therefore, it is conven-
ient to consider this location as the exit point from
the AGS, An existing extension of this line, incor-
porating a 4° bend and a superconducting 8° bending aag-
net, direct the bean out of the AGS tunnel toward the
North. The only new components in this system to be
built in the future are the fast kicker KM at H5
straight section, and the local orbit bump. All other
components and facilities already exist.
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The sketch of the proposed ACS new fast ex-
traction orbits and components.

To provide clean single turn extraction the fast
kicker will rise co full field in 150 nsec. i.e. less
than the bunch to bunch separation of 225 nsec. The
fast kicker deflection angle will be 1.2 mrad ac 29.4
GeV energy, and the flat top of the kicker will be con-
stant to wlchin approximately S II.

The theoretical ealccance parameters of Che ex-
tracted beam at the extraction point H13 are summarized
In Table II.

Table II. Parameters at H13 Fast Extracted Beam

Admiccance
Tuiss Param. 3

a
Dispersion

Horizontal

2TT x 10"6 rad-ra
31.1 m
-3.362

2.96 m

Vert ica l

2ir x 10"6 ra<
7.47 m
1.244

-

The large admittance value makes allowance for
full intensity ACS operation. The noreqneum dispersion
is not zero at the extraction point,^ but it is desir-
able to cancel the dispersion in the long straight por-
tions of the subsequenc beam transfer channel. Between
Che 4° and the 8° bend in this early part of the trans-
port line there are five quadrupoles which are adjusted
in such a way thac the beam is veil confined to pass
safely through the superconducting magnet aperture, and
is achromatic at its exit.

'Bean Transfer ACS-ISA

In this seccion we discuss the beam transfer pro-
per between the exit of Che 8° bend near the ACS and
the special injection magnet system ae the ISA, The
be-.m is dispersion-free ac the beginning of this line
am. by che time it reaches the ISA Injection point, it
muse be macched in all aspects to Che parameters of the
ISA lattice. The geometry of che transport line is
Illustrated in Fig. 1. In che horizontal plane che
bean has to be deflected twice; firsc co aim Coward che
ISA scralght section center (2 x 10° bend) and again
cowards che two injection points (31.5° bend). In che
vertical plane it is necessary to overcome an elevation
difference of 1.8 m.

The Injection geometry described differs from cha
earlier published plans in chat only one straighc sec-
cion (raehsr than two) is used and the injection line
is not seen ae all by the users of the experimental
hall. To accomplish this che ISA rings were rocaced
30o compared Co che 19781 design proposal.

For each 10° horizontal bend, we use four 3 m-long
dlpoles with field screngch * 1.4 T. For che vertical
plcching, we use two small dlpole magnets. Each of
chem is 1.5 m long and capable of bending 12.7 mrad.
The vertical drop starts at che same position as che
first 10° horizontal bend. In order Co make the two
10° horizontal bends achromatic, che phase advance be-
tween then Is made co be exactly 180° and for the same
reason the phase advance between two vertical bends is
exactly 360°.

This is achieved by placing eight quadrupoles
from poincs B co D In a FODO pactern (see Fig. 1).
Each quadrupole is 0.7 o long with field gradient G •
I 9.5 T/m. Thus in the space between B and D, there
are four FODO cells wich phase advance per cell 90° and
cell lengch 35.5 m. Beyond point D the beam is again
dispersion free and the scralght space between D and E
of 60 ra is used for matching inco the big-bend.

At the beginning of che big-bend Is a switching
dipole which is capable of switching the incoming beam
either Inco che right arc or che left arc of the big-
bend. From £ Co F che total length of che big-bend is
174.4 m. The total angle of bend is 31.5° and che
average radius of curvacure is 105 a.

This part of the transfer is achieved by eight FODO
cells too. The lattice structure of a unit cell is II-
luscrated in Fig. 4. Again, the phase advance per cell
is 90° with quadrupole of length 0.8 a and excitation
of G " i 20 T/a. The cell length is 7.3.5 m and between
quadrupoles there are bending magnets of 6 a long with
1.7 T excitation. As shown in Fig. 4, che maximum beta-
tron function in che cell is 30 m i:i both planes and the
maximum momentum dispersion function is 2.3 m. If we
split Che dlpole inco two pieces, the maximum sagitta

Fig. 4. Unit cell struccure of che big-bend.

The final cell upstream of the firsc thin septum
magnet for injection is slightly modified in order to
match up the betatron function of the ISA lattice. To
the first order approximation, we only have co omit the
bending in the last cell to match the momentum disper-
sion function; however, in actual design there are two
small dipoles for guaranceeing che exact dispersion
match. Two mecers upstream of the first septum magnet
(Fig. 5), the dispersion function is zero. Here a
small sceering magnet is introduced to direct the off-
momentum injected beam into the correct orbit in che ISA.

For the consideration of physical aperture of the
magnets, we assume that the emlttances in both horizon-
tal and vercical planes are 2 ft ua-rad ac 30 GeV/c and
incensity 10*' ppp. The momentum acceptance of che
cransfer line Is assumed co be ip/p " - .3" from the
ACS to poinc D and : 1% from D to Che ISA. Thus che
big-bend seccion can accommodate the entire acceptance
of the ISA. This reserves flexibility for later de-
velopments. The resulcanc maximum aperture needed for
the dipoie magnets from A to 0 is 3 cm (V) x 10 cm (H)
and that from E co ISA is 3 cm (V) x 12 cm (H).

ISA Injection

The beam is Inserted inco che oucer arcs of che
ISA utilizing the free spaces between che quadrupoles
Q5-Q7 in the dispersion matching section between che
straighc seccion and che regular ISA bending laecice.
Figure 5 illustrates the mechod. The beam approaches



Che ISA horizontally, about 2.5 cm above the median
plane, and IS deposited above the injection closed or-
bit : • means of the horizontal septua S and the hori-
zon (.1 Lambertson septua LS upstream of the lattice
quadvioole Q6. A vertical trim septua T and the par-
tial, iperture vertical fast kicker K bring the bean to
a '..-.deal landing on the injection orblc near Q7.
Only che injection orbit is covered by the field region
of che kicker. The injected beam is accelerated out
of the kicker aperture Into the stack through an open
pole in the magnet.

Figure 5 illustrates the situation depicted in
Fig. 2 when the momentum offset of the injection orbit
is ip/p • - V. and the stack is at higher momentum.
If it should be desirable to inject at high momentum
and decelerate into the stack, one may move the kicker
over the centerline and readjust the injected beam tra-
jectory horizontally by means of the Lambertson septum
LS and a horizontal trimming dipole (not shown) located
between the 9eptum S and the last transfer line quad-
rupole Q. The aperture of all injection magnets (other
than the kicker) are large enough to accept th« full t
'.', momentum acceptance of the ISA.

The essential parameters of the Injection mag-
nets are summarized in Table III.

Table III. Injection Magnet Parameters

Kicker K 1.6
Trim Septum - 0.4
Lambertson Septum LS 20
Septum S -50

B (T)

0.08
.03
.67

1.3

The septum magnets will be pulsed with a pulse dura-
tion of approximately 1.0"3 seconds. The fast kicker
will have a risetime to full amplitudes of - 150 nsec
to permit successive insertion of five pulse trains
from the AGS with the bunch to bunch separation of
225 nsec.

Tolerance Considerations

The necessity of avoiding beam dilution due to
coherent motion imposes quite stringent tolerances on
various parameters of the injection and beam stacking
i-vcl-i. For example, in the transverse space an error
of !• in the injection kicker angle will Introduce co-
herent notion amounting to a dilution of the vertical

emitcance area (s • 0.5 x 10"6 rad-ta) by about 202 (at
the kicker 3V • U a). There are many sources of error
of this kind in the beam transfer Una and a discussion
of all of them is not appropriate her*. It is necessary
to take two precautions: We allow for a "target zone"
on the injection orbit and in the injection beam equip-
ment which accommodates twice the theoretical beam size
and we plan to install a transverse feedback mechanism
in the ISA to damp these error oscillations down.

In longitudinal phase space it is important that
all bunches be properly centered in their buckets before
the stacking cycle begins: Energy error 5E/E and phase
error fi* have to sacisfy ((6E/E)/(AE/E))2 + («"?/&<•)- <
25 x 10"* If the reduction in density, thus in total
current in the circulating beam, due to these errors is
to be kept belov 102. Given the amplitudes of the de-
viations in relative energy and in phase in the nominal
bunch of AE/E (» 5 x 10"4) and 43 (a 0.6 rad), it
follows that the central energy of individual bunches
has to be correct to within : 1,1s 10~3 and the phase
to within s 21 mrad for a dilution factor of 102. Note
that the loss in luminosity goes as the square of the
loss in beam current: The two empty buckets mentioned
before and a dilution factor of 102 together reduce the
luminosity by 26% from what it might be.

Synchronization of the AGS rf frequency to that of
the ISA will use a phase locked loop. It is expected
that the phase error a can be kept below the - 1.2°
tolerance mentioned above. Control of the AGS magnetic
field on che ejection flat top will be by means of a
closed loop incorporating an integrated B signal and
voltage to frequency converter. A reproducibility of
< 10 in B is the design goal. Any remaining dipole
oscillations in the ISA buckets will be controlled by
a feedback loop. Matching of the bunches to the buc-
kets in the ISA will be performed in the AGS prior co
extraction. Errors will be correcced by damping co-
herent quairupole bunch oscillations in the ISA. Pre-
cise control of the AGS bunch area will be necessary in
addition to intensity control so that the optimum longi-
tudinal density for the ISA can be obtained. A study
of various methods of programmed dilution acting prior
to reaching the transition energy is planned. A range
of s .5 to 1.5 eV sec/bunch will be che initial design
goal.
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Fig, 5. Layout of ths ISA injection trajectories, beam envelopes, and components.


